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sailing on the LNG era
Poseidon Med II project is a practical roadmap which aims to bring about the
wide adoption of LNG as a safe, environmentally efficient and viable
alternative fuel for shipping and help the East Mediterranean marine
transportation propel towards a low-carbon future. The project, which is
co-funded by the European Union, involves three countries Greece, Italy and
Cyprus, six European ports (Piraeus, Patras, Limassol, Venice, Heraklion,
Igoumenitsa) as well as the Revithoussa LNG terminal.

The project brings together top experts from the marine, energy and
financial sectors to design an integrated LNG value chain and establish a
well-functioning and sustainable LNG market.

With Poseidon Med II the East Mediterranean sets sail into the LNG era
turning Greece into an LNG Bunkering hub in South East Europe.
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LNG available
round the clock
since 2000

Revithoussa Terminal
Revithoussa LNG terminal, is a strategic infrastructure, which is
currently undergoing a significant upgrade, in terms of LNG
capacity and marine facilities. This unique asset of Greece, is
strategically positioned to provide various Greek and
Mediterranean ports, with the necessary LNG quantities. Sixteen
years of safe terminal operation and open access to all users,
offers a practical solution towards the adoption of LNG as an
alternative fuel for the shipping industry, while contributing to the
development of small scale LNG applications to off-grid
consumers.

Third tank is under construction
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59%

66%

90%

of ports surveyed
have specific plans
for LNG bunkering
infrastructure

of the natural gas
consumed in EU
is imported

of the crude oil
consumed in EU
is imported

LNG Bunkering Methods

48%
of Global fleet is
currently European
Union owned
ship to ship

40%
and above, of global
marine equipment
manufacturers
are European Union
based

pipeline to ship

truck to ship

EFSI applications for LNG as fuel related investments (2 billion euro)

0.5
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shore
infrastructure
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EUROPA
SHIP Plan
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Marine LNG vs HFO Oil emissions

SOx
Particulate Matter (PM) emissions
reduced by approximately 99%

PM
NOx

The lower carbon content of LNG
compared to traditional ship fuels
enables up to 20 % reduction of
carbon dioxide (CO2 ) emissions

CO2

The use of LNG as ship fuel will reduce
sulphur oxide (SOx) emissions by up
to 100%

NOx emissions are reduced by 90%
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Greece, Italy & Cyprus

Regulatory framework

covering East Mediterranean

Facilitate the adoption of the regulatory

and Adriatic Sea

framework for the LNG bunkering

Sustainable LNG supply & pricing patterns

Establish synergies

Design effective LNG supply chain

Explore synergies with other

according to market requirements

LNG/NG uses to create
economies of scale

Vessels design & construction

Financial aspect

LNG retrofit design, new building designs,

financial assessments for onshore

LNG bunkering vessel design, shipyard preparedness,

& offshore installations,

construction of an innovative LNG fuelled vessel

financial instruments for the global
projects investment

17 project activities

10 Poseidon Med II fleet

A holistic outlook of the LNG bunkering operations,

ship types: Ro-Pax and Cruise Ferries, High Speed Ferries,

building upon synergies towards ports and vessels

Mediterranean Cargo Vessels: Bulk Carrier & Car Carrier,

infrastructure, operational guidelines, financial assessments

Utility/Escort Tug

and regulatory framework implementation

Port & LNG terminal infrastructure
Environmental, safety and geotechnical studies,
updates of Ports' Master Plans, bathymetric and
topographic surveys, wave and coastal engineering studies,
navigational assessments,

2020

The East Mediterranean
is sailing on the LNG era

engineering designs for Piraeus, Patra, Heraklion,
Igoumenitsa, Limassol and Revithoussa terminal
Sources and References of various studies and numbers:
Lloyd's Register, LNG Bunkering Infrastructural Survey 2014,
IHS, Fairplay data
Vessels for the Future, “Sustainable growth through maritime innovation”
European Commission, Energy, Imports and Secure Supplies
IGU World LNG Report – 2015 Edition
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www.poseidonmed.eu
@Poseidon_Med
PoseidonMed Project
poseidonmed
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